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HEADMASTER 
HEADS FOR THE 
UNITED STATES 
The Headmaster, Simon Reid along with 
his wife, Michèle, will travel to the United 
States from 20 to 25 October 2017 for a 
series of meetings and events with Old 
Blues and friends across the country.

The trip will include time in New York 
for the Friends of Christ’s Hospital (FCH) 
Board meeting and Founder’s Day Dinner, 
as well as brief stops in Austin and San 
Francisco. This will be an opportunity 
for the Headmaster to comment on new 
developments and priorities for Christ’s 
Hospital, build relationships with Old 
Blues and friends, as well as to reinforce 
the value of philanthropic support.

WHY IS PHILANTHROPY AND THE SUPPORT OF THE CHRIST’S HOSPITAL COMMUNITY SO IMPORTANT? 

Philanthropy has been, is, and will always be central to the mission of Christ’s Hospital. This is what creates transformative experiences 
for future generations of young people. This School is an extraordinary force for good in our society and I believe that we can increase 
its impact yet further. To achieve this, the support of Old Blues, parents and friends is essential. I thank you for your tremendous 
support to date and I hope that you will join us on an exciting journey ahead.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Christ’s Hospital Old Blues Association @CHOldBlues

Simon Reid has taken over responsibility as Headmaster of Christ’s Hospital. He 
joins us from Gordonstoun, in Scotland, where he has been Headmaster since 2011. 
Simon has a BA in English and Politics and a Higher Diploma in Education, both from 
the University of Witwatersrand, South Africa. Simon’s career has seen him teach in 
a number of prestigious schools including Brentwood and Stowe, as well as Christ’s 
Hospital (1993-2004), where he held posts as an English teacher and Housemaster of 
Middleton B. After CH, Simon spent seven years as Deputy Head at Worksop College 
before becoming Headmaster at Gordonstoun.

WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT CHRIST’S 
HOSPITAL AND BEING HEADMASTER? 

It is an enormous privilege to be 
Headmaster of what I believe is the 
world’s leading school, providing life-
changing opportunities for young people.  
My belief in CH, its strong sense of 
identity, values and ethos, has remained 
deep-rooted ever since I first taught here. 
The prospect of building on these great 
strengths in leading this incredible School 
to the next level is very exciting – I believe 
strongly that there is huge potential to 
enhance our reputation and, in doing so, 
shape an even wider impact on young 
people who might not otherwise have 
known the School.

WHAT ARE CHRIST’S HOSPITAL’S 
STRENGTHS?

I am proud that CH has not allowed its 
original mission focus to blur; essentially 
this centres on creating opportunity for 
those in need. The School is unique in 
providing more bursary support than any 
other school in the UK, and provides a 
level of care, diversity and opportunity 
that is unrivalled in the independent or 
state systems.

We have great strength in our teaching 
and academic programmes and I am 
deeply impressed by the talent, creative 
energy and drive for excellence of both 
staff and students at CH. We also know 
that many key lessons are learnt beyond 
the classroom and Christ’s Hospital’s 
broader curriculum opportunities are 
spectacular.

WHAT ARE YOUR KEY PRIORITIES?

These are early days, but already I can 
see that we need to build on our strong 
position as an outstanding educational 
base that offers young people the 
opportunity to do their best, irrespective 
of social and economic challenges.  

As part of my settling in process as 
Headmaster, I am taking time to get to 
know and learn from as many staff and 
students as possible. I am also starting 
a process of developing strategies 
to sustain excellence in teaching and 
learning, and beginning the work to 
ensure that future generations of young 
people benefit from the breadth of 
experience in a CH education. Some of 
the most powerful lessons are learnt well 
beyond the bounds of a classroom.

WHAT IMPACT DOES CHRIST’S 
HOSPITAL HAVE ON ITS STUDENTS?

Students are the heart of our School, and 
I continue to admire what they achieve. 
Every student regardless of background, 
has the breadth of education and 
opportunity to push back the boundaries 
to excellence. They leave CH enriched by 
resilience, they understand what it is to 
balance individual with community cares, 
and they know how to thrive with diversity 
– these are key attributes which enable 
them to stand out in today’s workplace, in 
society, and in relating to others.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE OLD 
BLUE NETWORK?

Our alumni will always be an integral part 
of Christ’s Hospital, not only through the 
inspiration they offer to current students 
but in terms of career confidence and 
academic strength. Old Blues know the 
value of a CH education and the lifelong 
impact it can have; they know the stories 
of the incredible things happening here 
and their support - whether through 
donations, volunteering, or advice - really 
does make a huge difference. 

I am keen that Old Blues continue to feel 
connected to CH throughout their career 
and life. Through the Christ’s Hospital 
Old Blues Association, we offer numerous 
events and opportunities to engage with 
CH and current students, as well as to 
network and advance careers.  My wife, 
Michèle, and I are delighted to be part 
of this special CH community again and I 
look forward to meeting you soon.

We asked the Headmaster to share his experience of 
Christ’s Hospital so far, his key priorities and the role 
that Old Blues and supporters can play in contributing 
to the future of this unique School.

WELCOME 
TO OUR NEW HEADMASTER

FEATURES

Simon Reid with his wife, 
Michèle, who has also 
joined the academic 
staff at CH as a teacher 
of French (her native 
language). They have 
two adult children. 

“It is an enormous 
privilege to be 
Headmaster of 
what I believe is 
the world’s leading 
school providing 
life-changing 
opportunities for 
young people”  
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Imagine travelling at the top speed of a Bugatti Veyron supercar after jumping out of 
a plane over California … That’s exactly what Fraser Corsan did!

WHAT PREPARATION AND TRAINING 
DID YOU HAVE TO UNDERTAKE?

I have years of experience and 
qualifications, yet the record-breaking 
attempts required months of intensive 
training. The suit is massive and hard work 
to fly; so I spent a huge amount of time 
in the gym developing cardiovascular 
fitness and muscle strength though drills 
developed especially for a wingsuit. This 
isn’t something you just rock up to after a 
few beers at the weekend – you’ve got to 
be super fit!

WHAT PROBLEMS DID YOU FACE?

Ironically, the weather turned out to be 
the biggest frustration. Unfortunately 
in California, soaring temperatures (104 
degrees instead of the predicted 70 
degrees) limited the altitude of the plane, 
and light winds limited the distance 
travelled. 

A second attempt in Ontario, Canada, 
also offered an opportunity to try to 
break the record for altitude, hoping 
to get to 42,000 feet by jumping from 
a hot air balloon. However that jump 
was cancelled due to extreme weather 
conditions once again!

There was a lot of work and planning that 
went into the project; so the weather 
was extremely frustrating, but we still 
got three records out of the jump in 
California. Two are subject to ratification 
but the official observer was satisfied. 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?

The coverage that I’ve received has 
been crazy, and I’ve enjoyed interviews 
with BBC Breakfast, The One Show, 
Sky and Reuters among others. I did a 
photoshoot with Vanity Fair and also 
for RedBull magazine but, among all of 
that, I still continue to work full time in 
defence, developing new business in the 
air domain for Fujitsu (who sponsored the 
project).  

The Project Cirrus team are still ready and 
willing to get back on board and we’ll 
look for another sponsor in the next six to 
12 months to make a second attempt at 
42,000 feet. Until then, I continue jumping 
at weekends – it’s a great stress release!

HAVE YOU ALWAYS BEEN A 
DAREDEVIL SINCE YOUR TIME AT CH?

At Christ’s Hospital, I was head of the CCF 
Royal Navy Division – ironically they used 
to call me “Commando Corsan”! I passed 
the Royal Marines adventure training 
course when I was 17, I was a full bore 
and small bore marksman at the age of 
14 and also ran for the School, receiving 
colours for shooting and half-colours for 
steeplechasing. 

Adventure has always been in my blood 
and I always wanted to jump, but I 
couldn’t afford to because I came from a 
very low-income background.  

CH was, therefore, great for me and gave 
me a phenomenal foundation for life.  I 

think a lot of people don’t appreciate 
what they’ve got until they’ve left.  I 
realise that the education I had at Christ’s 
Hospital was just extraordinary – the level 
of expertise that we received from our 
teachers was phenomenal and the School 
is just so far ahead of its time. I’m very 
grateful, and I give back as much as I can 
when I can to CH.

After leaving Christ’s Hospital in 1993, 
Fraser graduated from the University 
of the West of England with a degree 
in aerospace manufacturing and 
engineering. His successful career in 
aerospace has included posts with 
QinetiQ and Hewlett Packard, through 
to his current position in Fujitsu Defence.  
He has since been back to CH to share his 
advice and expertise with CH pupils.

OLD BLUE BECOMES FASTEST MAN 
IN THE WORLD

FEATURES

Travelling at a speed of 246 mph, Fraser Corsan (PeB, PeA 86-93) broke the world record for the fastest flight in a wingsuit, making 
him the fastest man in the world unaided by machinery. The Old Blue and former aerospace safety engineer jumped out of a plane 
at more than 35,000 feet above sea level in Davis, California. This incredible record attempt followed years of preparation, under a 
venture called Project Cirus to raise funds for SSAFA the Armed Forces charity. We caught up with Fraser to find out more about his 
record-breaking flight.

WHAT STARTED YOUR PASSION FOR 
WINGSUIT FLYING?

I made my first skydive in Devon, back 
in 1996, and since then I’ve just been 
hooked on freefall. In 2001, I acquired 
the first commercially available wingsuit 
and literally just had to read the manual 
because there was no one to instruct 
us – at that time I was one of just three 
wingsuit pilots in the UK and only 15 
globally. Now, having flown for more than 
17 years, I’m flying with a cutting-edge 
suit, which allows me the closest form of 
human flight without any structures or 
power around you. It’s a very humbling 
experience. 

CAN YOU TALK US THROUGH THE 
JUMP?

I’m used to exiting aircraft at 120 to 
140 mph, but, to get to the altitude we 
were hoping for, the aircraft actually 
needs to fly a lot faster – it was the fastest 
they’ve ever flown and I exited at 260 
mph. That’s the top speed of a Bugatti 
Veyron supercar! 

On top of that, I’m wearing a large 
inflatable wingsuit; so the air flow creates 
all sorts of issues, and the second I 
jumped out the door, I was spinning.  
That’s when all the training just kicks in – I 
didn’t think about it and just went straight 
into spin recovery technique to break the 
spin, and after seven seconds I was flying.
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DID YOU GET THE CHANCE TO ENJOY 
THE FLIGHT?

I just went straight into survival mode 
because I’m monitoring so many things:
1. I’m concentrating on how I’m flying.
2. I’m monitoring my oxygen systems 

and how I’m feeling (because at 
those altitudes if anything happens 
I’ve only got about 25 seconds 
before I lose consciousness).

3. I’m also navigating to fly a straight 
line and not change direction 
because there are commercial 
airlines around.

4. Once I go below 18,000 feet, I’m 
under “visual flight rules”. This 
means that, although commercial 
aircraft know I’m there, light aircraft 
don’t; so I need to keep an eye out.

5. I also need to asses my landing zone 
to ensure I land in a field and don’t 
fly towards a built-up area.

6. Finally, I need to monitor my altitude 
to deploy my parachute at the right 
level. If I deploy too low it invalidates 
the record and if I deploy too high 
it puts me into exposed airspace for 
longer. 

Aside from all that, I do enjoy the view 
but I’m looking with my eyes rather than 
my head – if I move my head I increase 
drag and reduce speed. But, I knew I was 
going fast because, as I got closer to the 
ground, I was dramatically overtaking 
traffic on the motorway.

HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN YOUR 
FEET REACHED SOLID GROUND?

I was incredibly happy! The first thing 
I did was phone my wife. I’m under no 
illusions that this is seriously dangerous.  
Getting out at commercial airline altitude, 
completing the various systems and 
procedures and making sure everything 
worked is a feat in itself.  

• World record for greatest speed flown in a wingsuit travelling 
at 246 mph

• FAI Continental (Europe) and FAI British Altitude records with 
an exit altitude of 35,508 feet*

• FAI EU and UK record  for the longest freefall covering 9,741 
metres*

       *Yet to be ratified

“As I got closer to the 
ground, I was dramatically 
overtaking traffic on the 
motorway”

“The education I 
had at CH was just 
extraordinary”
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW? NAVIGATING LIFE AFTER CH: TOP TIPS 

HEIDI BURROWS (BaA, GrE 11-13) 

I have recently graduated from the 
University of Sussex, after studying 
a four-year programme in law and 
Spanish, where I was a recipient 
of the Mason Hayes Scholarship 
Award. In September, I moved 
to the Netherlands to study for 
an advanced Masters of Law in 
International Children’s Rights at 
the University of Leiden; I am lucky 
enough to have been awarded the 

Leiden Excellence Scholarship Award. I hope to pursue a career 
in law, specialising in children’s rights, with a particular focus 
on unaccompanied minors. Despite the course being taught in 
English, I hope I am able to learn a little Dutch this forthcoming 
academic year. 

Christ’s Hospital taught me many things: to be confident, 
grateful and, more than anything else, the importance of a good 
work ethic. 

I would like to take this opportunity to give a special thank you to 
Miss Mendez Gallego and Mr Marquez, who saw the potential of 
my Spanish abilities long before I did. My teachers at CH helped 
me broaden my horizons far wider than I thought they could 
ever be and I am very grateful for that. Without their support I 
would never have had the courage to write my legal dissertation 
in Spanish. Furthermore, I also would like to thank Dr Stuart 
for his unwavering support during my time at the school and 
throughout university.

We caught up with three recent leavers to find out what they’ve been up to since 
leaving Christ’s Hospital.

The Old Blue community offers a lifelong network of support and, as we welcome the 
class of 2017, Old Blues on the CHOBA Board offer words of wisdom to help young 
Old Blues navigate life after CH.  We hope you find it useful.

HAVE WE MISSED ANYTHING? 
Share your own tips via Twitter and Facebook 
@CHOldBlues

1JUST SAY 
YES! 2 THE POWER 

OF THE CH 
NETWORK 3KEEP CH BY 

YOUR SIDE 4BELIEVE IN 
YOURSELF

FEATURES

Say “yes” 
to as many 
adventures 
and 
experiences 
as you can. 
If adventures 

don’t come your way, go 
looking for them. CH pupils 
are generally independent 
and resourceful; so capitalise 
on this before you are 26! 
Think about how you want to 
complete your first quarter- 
century.
Louisa Lockwood
(4s, BaA 81-88)

GABBY WILLCOCKS (LHB, GrE 09-16) 

I went straight to university after 
leaving Christ’s Hospital last year, 
to study English at Falmouth. I 
really enjoy my course; it’s very 
open and flexible while still being 
challenging. I love the area too; 
the rural and coastal scenery is 
beautiful, and provides a great 
range of extracurricular activities.
I’ve enjoyed the variety of 
modules in particular and the 

independence my course affords me, as well as the opportunities 
to work with others, for example, writing features for the 
Falmouth English and Creative Writing Blog. 

Over the summer, I volunteered at a literary festival in Penzance, 
where I and a number of my fellow students wrote pieces for the 
blog, including interviews with prolific writers, and festival press 
releases. Next year, I will be studying abroad at the University 
of Otago, in New Zealand. The course runs from February to 
June and afterwards I hope to stay in New Zealand to travel and 
perhaps gain some work experience. 

I think the most valuable thing I learned at CH was the ability 
to adapt to any situation. I developed my interpersonal skills 
and I’m now confident to talk to pretty much anyone, in any 
circumstance. CH gave me opportunities both inside and outside 
the classroom from which I benefitted immensely, and these 
have led me to pursue other interests.

HENRY HUNT (LaA, GrE 08-15) 

After Christ’s Hospital, I went 
to Glasgow University to study 
medicine, and I have since been 
involved in a project on new 
colorectal surgical techniques 
in Glasgow. I have also taken an 
interest in writing and producing 
my own podcasts. 

I spent three months in New York 
teaching design and technology 

at a children’s summer camp. Using the knowledge I had gained 
after taking the subject as an A-level at CH, it was great to see 
the children progress and develop over time. Once I’ve attained 
my medical degree, I will apply to join the army as a doctor. I 

really enjoyed taking part in CCF while at school, and I have 
further military connections through my family. 

CH gave me a drive to succeed in everything I do and the ability 
to do so in a wide variety of activities due to the vast array of 
things I was able to take part in while at school. It also taught me 
to think and act independently, and I learnt how to get along 
with, and understand the views of, people from all different walks 
of life. Not only has this helped me in general life, but also with 
studying medicine specifically, as you never know what kind of 
people your patients are going to be. 

Although I 
left CH 37 
years ago, 
the words of 
The Charge 
still ring in 
my ears, and 

I am forever grateful for the 
fabulous start the School gave 
me. Never underestimate the 
power of the CH network – it 
can continue to help and 
support you whatever your 
chosen path may be.
Bob Judson
(MaB, ColB 73-80)

“Alma 
Mater” 
literally 
means 
“nourishing 
mother” – 
and that’s 

what CH is to its Old Blues. 
You will be amazed at how 
often in your life the shadow 
of that mother will appear 
at your side. So much so 
that there will come a time 
when you will want in turn to 
nourish both the School and 
future generations. So, keep 
her by your side and heed her 
call!
Simon Chadwick
(LaB 67-73)

University is 
not the be 
all and end 
all. Get as 
much work 
experience 
as possible 

and don’t disregard vocational 
training as a way into industry. 
Above all, believe in yourself 
and your ideas and don’t be 
scared to push these on. There 
are plenty of Old Blues who 
would only be too happy to 
offer advice.
Chris Thomas
(ThB, ThA, GrW 94-01)

5 EXPLORE 
ALL PATHS

It can be 
daunting to 
try to “narrow 
down” the 
areas in 
which you 
excel or 

find enjoyment to those that 
you will take forward in your 
life and career, when you 
have tried your hand at so 
many things at school and 
university. Take your time 
to explore and research all 
paths that interest you; talk 
to others, and try to get work 
experience/internships in 
any relevant industries. Don’t 
forget the ready-made band 
of advisers and supporters 
you have in the Old Blue 
community.  
Daisy Swayne
(BaA, 90-97)

8 TAKE THE 
FIRST STEP

I’ve found that 
people really 
want to help, 
but you’ve got 
to let the world 
know what 
you need. And 

think about it for a moment, 
no-one’s sitting around trying 
to work out how they can 
help you; so your job is to 
take the first step – and once 
you’ve taken that first step, the 
following steps just get easier. 
Ralph Tait
(ThB, ThA 86-93)

7ALWAYS BE 
CONSIDERATE

Many 
organisations 
have at least 
two structures 
– the formal 
management 
and an 

informal power structure. It is 
often someone quite unlikely 
who can help you get on in 
your career. So it’s always 
worth being considerate to 
people at all levels. Winning 
friends and influencing 
people doesn’t just mean 
buttering up the boss!  
Clorinda Goodman
(6s, 1s 62-68)

6 KEEP YOUR 
FEET ON THE 

GROUND
Be open-
minded when 
looking at 
job adverts. 
Take a post 
that will 
give you a 

good grounding. Stick at it, 
and learn as much as you 
can from your colleagues. 
Show an interest in the whole 
business; you might surprise 
yourself and discover the path 
you want to take is far from 
your original thoughts. You 
may even discover that you 
work three desks away from 
a fellow Old Blue. Nothing 
beats working with family; 
they’re the ones who will 
support you all the way.
Bridget West (née Dray 7s, 
ColB 84-91)
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MUSIC: ENABLING SUCCESS

Research has proved that music is a 
powerful tool for attaining children’s full 
intellectual, social and creative potential.  
The vast benefits include:

• improved language and interpersonal 
abilities;

• increased attention span and focus;
• a developed sense of empathy and 

emotional resilience; and
• increased self-confidence. 

Furthermore, neuroscience research 
shows that learning an instrument leads 
to changes in a child’s brain that make it 
more likely that he or she will reach his or 
her full cognitive and academic potential.

CHALLENGES FACING MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE UK

Despite the challenges facing music 
education in the UK, Christ’s Hospital 
has recognised the importance of music 
in education since the 16th century.
Today, the School inspires music in 
young people more than ever, and offers 
them the opportunity to express musical 
creativity regardless of their background 
or financial circumstances.

With the generous support of Old 
Blues, donors and other friends, Christ’s 
Hospital breaks down the barriers to 
music education. Around 50% of pupils 
receive individual instrument lessons 
free of charge, while the remainder are 
extensively subsidised according to family 
income. Instruments are loaned (with 
no fee) to the majority of pupils, with 
sheet music and other accessories also 
provided for free. We truly ensure that 
music is available for all!

A central part of life at the School, music 
is enshrined in the curriculum, far from 

becoming “extinct” like in most other 
schools.  More than 450 of the 880 pupils 
receive instrumental lessons, and around 
a quarter of all pupils play in one or more 
of the major ensembles. 

The music department has achieved 
outstanding results in 2017. IB grades 
were all 5 or higher and 81% of GCSE 
grades were A/A*. This academic year, 
more than 40 pupils will be taking 
(I)GCSE music, 13 pupils will be 
continuing to IB and Pre-U course and 
3 pupils who left in summer 2017 will be 
undertaking university courses in music or 
related disciplines. 

Christ’s Hospital pupils receive a wide-
ranging comprehensive curriculum, 
impressive resources and a wealth of 
performing opportunities.  

CH remains a musical hub committed to 
helping pupils to realise their talents and 
reach their full potential.

BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS AND 
INSPIRING MUSIC FOR ALL

TALKING TO ...

“The music department at CH is 
a building buzzing with talented, 
enthusiastic pupils, supported 
by my talented, enthusiastic 
colleagues. The tradition of music 
at Christ’s Hospital is extremely 
strong, and we are continually 
looking to grow and develop so 
as to provide the best musical 
education possible for our pupils.

In the music department, we aim 
to be both inclusive and exclusive. 
At a time when, nationally, it is 
more difficult than it once was 
for young people to access 
instrumental lessons and to join 
ensembles, Christ’s Hospital 
prides itself on offering learning 
and performing opportunities to 
those of all backgrounds, abilities, 
and experience. Concurrently, 
we aim to offer the most talented 
musicians a bespoke programme 
of specialist teaching, coaching, 
assessment, and performance 
platforms that will enable them to 
excel.

I am keen to increase further the 
external profile of music at CH, 
so as to be able to attract even 
more of the most deserving pupils 
with the most musical potential, 
something that I know has been 
the hallmark of a Christ’s Hospital 
education for more than 450 years, 
and must continue for generations 
to come.”

FEATURES

1. The costs associated with instruments and tuition has become a major barrier, and long-term music education is 
often still the preserve of those from more affluent backgrounds. The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of 
Music recently found that 76% of children from affluent families had instrumental lessons, although only 55% from 
poorer backgrounds had access to instrumental tuition. Perhaps the starkest reality was that 40% of children from 
disadvantaged backgrounds, who have never played an instrument, said that they had no opportunity to play at 
school.  

2. Music in the national curriculum is also becoming dangerously uncertain. With the introduction of the English 
Baccalaureate in 2010, music has been excluded from this government league-table measure, which focuses solely 
on traditional academic subjects among its qualifying GCSEs.  The number of schools offering music GCSE has 
since fallen by 6% (research from the University of Sussex).

3. Furthermore, there is a national shortage of specialist music teachers, and less and less time is being devoted 
to the subject on school timetables; 39% of teachers report cuts to staffing numbers, and hours, with 30% of 
secondary schools operating a music department of just one teacher. Where instrument learning remains, lessons 
are at a charge, restricting access to those who can afford it (research from the University of Sussex).

Christ’s Hospital has always valued music as a critical learning tool that develops 
well-rounded young people and encourages skills that are vital for success.

ALEX HODGKINSON
NEW DIRECTOR OF MUSIC AT CH

Although Christ’s Hospital has always recognised the important benefits of music in a child’s education, children at many other UK 
schools face barriers to access. These barriers include:

At a time when many schools are now having to do away with their music education programmes, music is rapidly facing 
extinction in UK secondary schools.  Losing a subject that can significantly enrich children’s lives and education would be a 
huge mistake and one that Christ’s Hospital has tackled head on.

£
Max Rosen, 14, is a talented clarinettist and pianist, and 
has achieved grade 7 with distinction for both. 

MAX’S STORY

“I was drawn to CH because there are so many  
specialist music teachers here and so many opportunities. 
Being awarded a music scholarship has been a huge a 
help. It has offered me a much richer experience which 
has completely shaped how I play, and the way I see 
music.  

In the 2nd Form (Year 7), I was offered jazz piano lessons 
which I wouldn’t have been able to do had I gone 
to another school. It has been great to learn from a 
specialist jazz instrumentalist and teacher who has helped 
both my solo and ensemble piano playing.

After my GCSEs, I intend to study music for A-level and 
hopefully at university.  For now, I’m making the most of 
all the opportunities to get involved with music at CH. I 
play in the Band and Big Band, sing in Chapel Choir, and 
most recently Schola Cantorum. The Big Band concerts 
are some of my favourite nights and the House Singing 
Competition is approaching, for which I’m looking 
forward to conducting the Lamb B house song.”

Max has been awarded the Sir Colin Davis Scholarship, a prestigious scholarship in 
memory of Colin Davis, who was educated at CH and became the president and 
longest serving Principal Conductor of the London Symphony Orchestra.
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120 YEARS SHAPING SCIENCE EDUCATION

Dr Henry Edward Armstrong became 
an Almoner of Christ’s Hospital.  He 
pioneered the approach to teaching 
science, calling it the heuristic method of 
instruction, whereby if a pupil is placed 
in the position of a “discoverer” (an 
active participator), he or she would learn 
much more than being merely told about 
things. His methods have influenced 
science education ever since.

1897 - 1937 1899
Armstrong secured the appointment 
of Charles E. Browne, who introduced 
Armstrong’s heuristic methods at CH 
and established the subject as an integral 
part of the curriculum.

1900 - 1904
Sir Barnes Wallis was one of the first pupils 
to benefit from the new syllabus at CH.  He 
reported that his teacher (Browne) “did not 
teach science in the sense usually attached 
to the word; he used science to teach us 
to think, to reveal to us the powers we 
ourselves possessed.”  

1950s and 60s
Van Praagh became a leading figure of 
the Nuffield Science Teaching Project, 
which, by the 1960s, modernised and 
dominated science education, while 
maintaining a commitment to teaching 
for understanding through hands-on 
practical work.

2013 - Present
Thanks to the support of Old 
Blue, Chris Buggé, the Chemistry 
laboratories have been transformed 
to enable greater interaction and 
“learning by doing”. 

TODAY
“CH continues to place great emphasis on experimental and 
active investigative work to aid learning. Participating in hands-
on practical work engages pupils, helps them to understand 
the process of scientific investigation, and develops their 
understanding of concepts. With the new practical endorsements 
introduced by the government across all three sciences, even more 
emphasis is being placed on pupils’ learning kinaesthetically and 
being able to demonstrate competently key practical skills required 
for a future degree or career in Science.” Dr Marcus Medley, 
Assistant Head (Academic) and Chemistry teacher

TIME CAPSULE

1970s - 1990s
CH followed Nuffield courses in Chemistry, 
Physics and Biology with teachers Dr Roger 
Hackett and Glynn James influencing the 
revision of Nuffield publications, while the 
Nuffield Science Teaching Project gave rise to 
new ideas in Britain and the Commonwealth.

Van Praagh conceived 
the CH Science 
Journal  to encourage 
CH ‘scientists’ to 
communicate their 
research in ‘good 
English’.  The authors  
of many articles later 
had distinguished 
careers in the field.

The Salter’s Livery 
Comapnny awarded 
Glynn James with 
the prestigious 
Salters’ Prize for 
the teaching of 
Chemistry following 
a generous gift 
to refurbish the 
laboratories.
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1902
Armstrong influenced the design of the 
Science School building. The existance 
of such well-equipped laboratories and 
facilities was unique in the UK.

1908
Armstrong’s pioneering heuristic 
method of instruction was implemented 
extensively throughout British schools. 

The New Science School was 
constructed in response to increasing 
takeup of the subject.  

In most girls’ schools, science didn’t 
feature until the 1950s. Armstrong, 
however, strongly supported the 
education of CH girls at Hertford, 
being responsible for the provision of 
laboratories there too: it was one of the 
earliest girls’ schools to have a dedicated 
science block.

19301933
Dr Gordon Van Praagh joined the staff 
at CH from 1933 to 1964.  He re-invented 
Armstrong’s heuristic techniques and 
influenced science teaching across 
the world through his work at Christ’s 
Hospital.

The Government continues to prioritise the need to equip more pupils with 
the skills needed to succeed in high-tech and science-based industries vital to 
the UK economy. Specialist knowledge in STEM subjects (science, technology, 
engineering and maths) not only underpins these industries, but shapes our everyday 
experiences. Christ’s Hospital, therefore, seeks to become a centre of excellence 
for STEM teaching, continuing to pioneer new approaches, providing students with 
outstanding skills for life.

Our vision is to enable students to truly explore STEM subjects – and the interface 
between them and other disciplines – through experimentation, enquiry and open 
dialogue. While the curriculum is crucial, we want students to go deeper, developing 
an interest and understanding of these subjects, as well as the skills, to encourage 
further study and employment in STEM sectors.

CHRIST’S HOSPITAL’S VISION

Since the late 1800s, CH has advanced change in science education, incorporating the subject as an integral 
part of the school curriculum. It has continually brought the subject and methods of teaching to the forefront 
of schools in Britain. Today, CH seeks to continue to pioneer new approaches to equip its students with the 
skills for careers of the 21st century; a world of high-tech and science-based industries.

1920s

Explore more about the rich and 
diverse history of CH and how the 
school has advanced change in UK 
education since its foundation.

Open Tuesdays and Thursdays
10am - 4pm by appointment.

E: chmuseum@christs-hospital.org.uk
T: 01403 247444
www.chmuseum.org.uk

VISIT 
OUR MUSEUM

One of the first heuristic lessons 
at Christ’s Hospital

Barnes Wallis, became a renowned 
scientist, famously, developing the 

‘bouncing bomb’ in 1943.

The Science School was positioned 
prominently in the Quad over established 

subjects such as Classics or English.  
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OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

OLD BLUES DAY      19 MAY 2018     SAVE THE DATE!

• 5 YEARS-ON REUNION – 20 October, National Gallery Café, London, 6-8pm. This event is for leavers from 2011 and 2012

• 10 YEARS-ON REUNION – 10 November, National Gallery Café, London, 6-8pm. This event is for leavers from 2006 and 2007

• COURT ROOM CLASSIC – 14 November, CH Court Room, 7.30pm. CH Tuba teacher Jonathan Riches and friends perform a 
programme with an influence of Russian music in commemoration of the centenary of the Russian Revolution*

• OLD BLUES TOUR – 23 November, CH, 1-4pm. An opportunity for Old Blues and up to three guests each to visit the CH site 
during term time

• SCHOOL CONCERT - 26 November, CH, 3.00pm. Performances by the main CH orchestras and ensembles*

• THE CRUCIBLE – 30 November, 1 and 2 December, CH Theatre, 7.30pm - Senior production*

• BIG BAND CONCERT – 7 December, CH Theatre, 8.00pm*

• CHOBA CAROL CONCERT – 14 December, St Stephen Walbrook, London, 6.30-8.30pm

For a full list of events including those in your local area, to book tickets, or to get help with your own alumni 
event, visit www.choba.org.uk/events, email oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk or call 01403 247619.

For all events marked * please contact the School Box Office on: 01403 247434 (Monday to Friday, 9.30am - 
12.00 noon, term time only)

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Careers Day – June 2017,
Christ’s Hospital
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Parents’ Day – June 2017, Christ’s 

Hospital

Old Blues Day – April 2017, Christ’s 

Hospital

Entrepreneurs’ Evening – June 2017, 
Christ’s Hospital

Old Blues’ Tour of CH – September 
2017, CH

Our events are a great way for 
you to stay in touch with Christ’s 
Hospital and a chance to catch 
up with Old Blues and others in 
the CH community.

Here are just some of the event 
highlights from the last six 
months and a taster of events to 
come.  

EVENTS ROUND-UP

EVENTS

20 Years on Reunion – May 2017, 
London

St Matthew’s Day – September 

2017, London

Speech Day – June 2017, Christ’s 
Hospital

Old Blue Women in Industry talk – 

June 2017, Christ’s Hospital

Hertford Reunion – September 

2017, London

Beating Retreat – July 2017, Christ’s 
Hospital
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Wherever you are, 
you are never far from 
another Old Blue. 

We have 45 sections across the UK and 
globally, with section leaders who act as 
Old Blue ambassadors, and a first point 
of contact, to help you connect with 
others in your region through a series of 
social and networking events.

For details of your local section and 
forthcoming events, visit:
www.choba.org.uk/sections

NO SECTION IN YOUR REGION?

You may want to become a section 
leader yourself. For further information, 
please contact oldblues@christs-
hospital.org.uk or call 01403 247619.

EVENTS OUTSIDE THE UK

• New South Wales Founder’s Day 
Lunch – 15 October, MV Sydney 
2000, Sydney, 12.00pm

• US Friends of Christ’s Hospital 
Founder’s Day Dinner – 21 
October, The Cornell Club, New 
York, 6.30pm

• Hong Kong Founder’s Day Dinner 
– 21 October, Jaspas Junk, 6.00pm

• British Columbia Old Blues 
Founder’s Day Lunch – 26 
October, 2950 Deer Ridge Place, 
West Vancouver, 12.30pm

For full event details, please visit:
www.choba.org.uk/events

WANT TO STAY IN 
TOUCH WITH OLD 
BLUES IN YOUR 
REGION?

After eight years, we bid farewell to 
Margaret Wadman as CHOBA Officer and 
thank her for all her hard work for the Old 
Blue community! Gina Skillings (far right) 
now takes on the role of CHOBA Manager 
and can be contacted on 01403 247619 or 
oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk.

Welcome to our newest CHOBA board 
members Chris Thomas (ThB,ThA, 
GrW 94-01) and Daisy Swayne 
(BaA, 90-97). Board members share 
expertise, experience, and advice to 
further strengthen relationships and 
communication between the School and 
Old Blues. Learn more about CHOBA 
board members online at: 
www.choba.org.uk/contacts/the-board

Congratulations to James D’Arcy (LaB, LaA 84-91) on his 
role as Colonel Winnant in Christopher Nolan’s epic war 
film Dunkirk, which hit the screens in July. If you haven’t 
already seen it, you can view the trailers at: 
www.dunkirkmovie.com  

Old Blues are invited to join the memorial tour of 
Belgium, France, UK and sites across the globe, 
commemorating the contribution of Old Blues and 
CH staff to WW1. Peter Bloomfield (PeB 44-51), 
Keith Lugton (MdA 53-60), Alan Whipp (ColA 44-51) 
and John Whipp (ColA 44-51) recently visited the 
battlefields and cemeteries in the western area of 
Northern Belgium, but there are still many more sites 
to visit. For more information please contact: Peter 
Bloomfield on pb@bta-pr.demon.co.uk

SHARE YOUR NEWS
Let us kow what you’ve been doing and celebrate your 
successes. Email us at oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk or join 
the conversation on Twitter or Facebook @CHOldBlues

Image courtesy of www.dunkirkmovie.com

Major Alex Owen (PeB, MaA, 
GrE, 98-03), Squadron Leader of 
the Blues and Royals Household 
Cavalry Mounted Regiment, 
featured on BBC Radio 4’s Today 
programme in an interview about 
his troop’s role in the Queen’s 
Speech at the State Opening of 
Parliament in June.

Edward Ashdown 
(PeB, GrW 12-14) 
has combined an 
entrepreneurial spirit 
with ethics by turning 
to fashion in a bid to 
support the textile 
industry in Ghana. His 
new start-up business 
“The Social Mercenary” 
produces ethical clothing 
using local Ghanaian 
fabrics. 

Find out more at: 
thesocialmercenary.com 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHOBA CHAIR

WELCOME CLASS OF 2017

OLD BLUE NEWS

You can keep up-to-date 
with what’s happening 
at Christ’s Hospital and 
Old Blue activities by 
following us on social 
media.

Why not share in the successes of your 
peers and keep us posted on
your life after CH? We would love to 
hear from you.

We are delighted that so many alumni 
have joined our new Christ’s Hospital 
Old Blues LinkedIn group and 
are benefiting from the networking 
opportunities this facility provides. 
Join today to become a part of this 
growing community.

For more information follow us on 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
Instagram:

FOLLOW US

NEWS

Christ’s Hospital Old Blues Association

@CHOldBlues

Christ’s Hospital Old Blues

CHOldBluesYour connection to CH doesn’t finish when you leave – our strong, 
vibrant community stays with you for life.

FOLLOW

SHARE

LIKE

In response to 
feedback from 
the Old Blues’ 
Survey, The Old 
Blue magazine has 
been revamped! I 
hope you like this 
new feature-led 
magazine, which 
will also replace 
the Housey! 
magazine, as much 
of its content will be 
covered here. 

The response to the Old Blues’ Survey 
was an amazing 40%+. The changes 
to the magazine are but one example 
of how we are taking what you told us 
and putting it into action. In particular, 
CHOBA wants to ensure that the 
interaction between OBs and CH is 
appropriate to every stage of an OB’s life. 
We trust that you will tell us how we are 
doing in this regard.

We look forward to working closely with 
new Headmaster, Simon Reid, who has 
already shown great support for CHOBA’s 
activities, and I hope you have the 
opportunity to meet Simon at one of our 
many events.

I am excited for the continued growth of 
our Old Blue community. We now offer

45 regional sections across the globe, 
providing opportunities for social and 
professional interaction, while helping 
to raise awareness of our charitable 
objectives and the role we play to keep 
you informed and connected with CH. 

Don’t forget to save the date in your 
diary for the CHOBA Carol Concert 
on 14 December and, of course, Old 
Blues Day on 19 May which, following 
the success of last year, will be even 
bigger and better. For those wanting to 
visit the School site at another time, the 
introduction of the Old Blues’ Tours now 
offers you this opportunity. For more 
information visit: www.choba.org.uk/old-
blues/old-blues-tours/.

In November, we look forward to 
welcoming Old Blues as speakers at 
CH for a “Career in Law” lunch, as 
we develop our Careers Network 
programme. If you’re interested in 
supporting the career journey of current 
pupils and fellow Old Blues, please 
contact us on: oldblues@christs-hospital.
org.uk or 01403 247619.

Finally my thanks go to all of you – Old 
Blues, parents, staff and friends – who 
make such a huge contribution to the life 
of Christ’s Hospital. Your support – be it 
through donations, volunteering or advice 
– really does make a huge difference.

Simon Chadwick
CHOBA Chair
(LaB, 67-73)
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Old Blues CHOldBlues NEWS / REMEMBERING

REMEMBERING

Jeanette Bartlett (née Holden 2s 43-50) 
Mary Bradley (née Turk 2s 45-52)
Ian Brimacombe (LaA 40-46)
John Buchanan (PrepA, MdA 39-47)
Christopher Chopping (MaB 56-61)
Joan Crook (née Allum 7s 34-41)
Derek Dane (MaB 44-48)
Eleanor Denison (Staff 67-01)
Patricia Deverell (née Phipps 8s 40-47)
Colin Holman Duff (MdB 29-37)
David Dyer (BaA 45-51)
Ella Calver (née McGregor 6s 35-42)
Revd Charles Patrick Duncan (Assistant 
Chaplain 86-92)
Bernard Edwards (PrepA, MaA 50-54)
James Evans (LaA 32-40)
Jeremiah Fitzpatrick (MaA 45-52)
Colin Gray (MaA 57-66)
John Hambling (ColA 34-40)
Kathleen Hamilton (née Halliday 4s 32-38)
Oliver Hare (MdA, GrW 05-12)
John Harris (PeB 53-60)

Brian Head (PeB 47-55)
Anthony Hill (ThB 49-56)
Enid Howard (3s 39-44)
Nancy Keene (7s 33-41)
Barry Macloskey (LaA 42-51)
Betty Matson (6s 32-40) 
Brian McGhee (ColB 36-42)
Diana Macleod (née Marshall 5s, 6s 52-58)  
Morton Peto (Staff 49-81)
Michael Plant (PeA 49-55)
Sally Seber (née Tyrrill 6s 61-66)
Dr Dennis Shaw (Council of Almoners 80-98)
William Sladen (PrepB, PeA 30-37)
Jill Sowter (née Palmer 8s 49-55)
Eric Staunton (MaB 33-40)
Ronald Tidmarsh (Prep A, LaB 38-47)
Maureen Walshe (7s 39-46)
Eileen Walters (née Butterworth 3s 41-48)
Dudley Williams (PeA 37-45)
Joan Williams (née Edmonds 1s 34-41)
Christopher Wintle (PrepB, MaB, MdA 64-72)

Christ’s Hospital extends sincere condolences to the friends and families of those listed below who have recently passed away. 

MORE OLD BLUE 
MEMORIES ONLINE

Find links to full obituraies 
for Old Blues online at: 
www.choba.org.uk/old-
blues/obituaries

If you would like to share 
the news of an Old Blue’s 
recent death please 
contact:

oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk

Twelve recent CH leavers took to the phones in July for the 2017 
Telephone Campaign which raised more than £130,000 in donations 
and pledges – an amazing declaration of support from Old Blues. 

THANK YOU to all who took time to speak to one of our callers and 
supported the Bursary Fund. Your donations enable us to offer a 
first-class education to more young people who would not otherwise 
afford it. 

Our calling team thoroughly enjoyed speaking to fellow Old Blues, 
hearing about your careers and sharing experiences of CH. 

“Being part of this campaign is a wonderful opportunity to 
engage with fellow Old Blues and hear about their experiences 
of the School. It has shown me just how much this School means 
to so many people.” James Winsbury (MdB, GrW 08-15).

The 2017 Calling Team: Isabella Walusimbi-Kakembo (BaA, GrE 09-
16); Max Thomas  (MdA, GrW 09-16); Isabella Barrow (ThA, GrW 14-
16); Gabby Willcocks (LHB, GrE 09-16); Henry Hunt (LaA, GrE 08-15); 
Rufus Jordana (LaB, GrE 09-16); Emma Toms (LHB, GrE 10-16); Alistair 
Cruickshank (LaB, GrE 09-16); Heidi Burrows (BaB, GrE 11-13); James 
Winsbury (MdB, GrW 08-15); Milly Newham (ThA, GrW 09-16); and 
Alex Witchell (MaB, GrE 09-16).

THANK YOU!

Angela Hancock (née Allen 6s 57-64) has 
been accepted to take part in Leg 7 of the 
Round the World Clipper Race in May-June 
2018. She will start in Seattle, go down the 
Pacific coast to Panama, through the Canal, 
then up the Caribbean/Atlantic coast to 
New York. One of the biggest challenges 
of the natural world, the race requires no 
previous sailing experience but will be an 
endurance test like no other, covering a 
record breaking 40,000 nautical miles on a 
70-foot ocean racing yacht.

Rhiannon Fisher (ColB 
92-98) completed all 
100km of the South Coast 
Challenge in 30 hours 7 
minutes. Starting from 
Eastbourne, she travelled 
with her partner, Ric, along 
the coastal path and South 
Downs Way to reach 
historic Arundel in memory 
of their son Winston.

YOU RAISED £130,000 
FOR CH BURSARIES
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WHAT MAKES CH UNIIQUE?

To view the video series and other stories visit:
 www.christs-hospital.org.uk/support-us/what-makes-christs-hospital-unique

NEWS

Old Blues took part in our new short film series to discuss what makes Christ’s Hospital unique and the lasting impact it has upon 
them. Look out for the clips online and on social media over the coming months and share your own stories with us on Twitter or 
Facebook @CHOldBlues. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who took part in this new project.

SIGN UP TO YOUR 
MONTHLY CHOBA 
E-NEWSLETTER

Receive all the latest news, 
events and updates from Old 
Blues and the CHOBA office 
straight to your inbox. 

Register at:

www.choba.org.uk/old-blues/
register-update-details

James Dawson (MdA, MdB 83-90) has been named “Legal 
Geek of the Week” by law technology start-up events 
company Legal Geek. The accolade features James’ 
new company DealScoper, which offers innovative web-
based scoping and pricing software for lawyers. The new 
software draws on his understanding of the legal industry, 
as a former partner of law firm Macfarlanes. To read the 
full article, visit www.legalgeek.co/legal-geek-of-the-week/
legal-geek-week-james-dawson-dealscoper

Stand-up comedian Holly Walsh (LHB, 
92-99) has written the narrative comedy 
The Other One which aired on BBC2 in 
September. The narrative is based on 
two sisters who discover each other’s 
existence, and the fact they share the 
same name, Catherine Walcott, following 
the death of their father. Find out more at: 
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0953y6k

Here’s a taster of just 
some of the things our 

Old Blues said:

“Everything that I’ve achieved thus far 
is thanks to CH. I wouldn’t have been 

able to do it without the bursaries that 
they give out to normal people like me 

– Thank you!” 

Max Thomas (MdA, GrW 09-15)

“For people who are interested in 
giving opportunity to bright young 

people who wouldn’t otherwise have 
that opportunity – this is the place!”

Judy Evans (6s 62-69)

“CH Charitable mission is central to its 
whole being …to provide an education 
for underprivileged children. It still does 
this today … and it’s a fantastic start in 
life for anyone that has the privilege to 

be here.”

Bob Judson (MaB, ColB 73-80)

“My time here was the making of me! ...
It’s important that Old Blues like me 
who have benefitted from what they 
got here, continue to contribute and 

encourage their fellows to contribute.”

Sir John Daniel QC 
(PrepA, MdA 52-61)

Image courtesy of BBC

Image couretsy of 
Clipper Round 

The World
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FOR MORE CH 
NEWS ...

THANK YOUCELEBRATING CITY LINKS
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Thanks to all our amazing Blue Fund 
supporters, Tom Bijo Thomas started 
his first term at CH this year. Old Blues, 
parents and friends joined forces and 
helped our Blue Fund appeal reach it’s 
target – Thank You!

We want to do even more to offer 
life-changing opportunities to young 
people.  We have already raised more 
than £151,000 towards our £190,000 
target for the next Blue Fund pupil.  
With your help, we can offer more 
children an outstanding boarding 
education who might not otherwise be 
able to afford it. Anything you can give 
makes a real difference.

For more information or to donate, 
please visit:
bluefund.christs-hospital.org.uk
or contact us on T: 01403 247519 E: 
development@christs-hospital.org.uk

CH News is a termly publication 
highlighting the latest CH 
achievements and activities. 

To download the latest issue, 
please visit: 
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
information/publications

We are looking forward to the upcoming 
unveiling of the Christ’s Hospital sculpture 
at the original site of the School in 
Newgate Street, London. 

The striking sculpture will be a lasting 
reminder of the School’s active 
relationship with the City and also our 
founding mission to provide food, 
clothing, lodging and “a little learning for 
fatherless children and other poor men’s 
children”. 

To enable the opening of the school, 
money was raised by the City of 
London, with the Church, businesses 
and householders providing donations. 
Governors were elected to serve the 

School, and, in November 1552, Christ’s 
Hospital opened its doors to 380 pupils. 

Our strong links with the City of London 
continue to the present day. More 
than 20 Livery Companies and other 
City organisations “present” children 
through the Donation Governorship 
programme, enabling young children 
from disadvantaged backgrounds to 
experience all of the benefits of a CH 
education. In September, seven new 
pupils started at Christ’s Hospital as 
“Presentees” of various City institutions. 
As a result, pupils are introduced to a vast 
network of City connections which can 
lead to work experience, career advice 
and many other opportunities.

Artist Andrew Brown with Peter 
Callas, Senior Grecian 2016/17

CH at Newgate Street in the heart 
of the City of London 1552-1902

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Christ’s Hospital Old Blues Association @CHOldBlues

2016/17 has been the most successful fundraising year in Christ’s Hospital’s history, raising more than £4.8 million. This exceptional 
fundraising success highlights the deep culture of philanthropy at Christ’s Hospital and the generosity of Old Blues, parents and 
friends. Your support allows Christ’s Hospital to continue to make an impact on society, offering a first-class education and life-
changing opportunities to young people, regardless of their background, or financial circumstances.

You are changing lives with your gifts – THANK YOU!

RECORD FUNDRAISING YEAR 
GENERATES £4.8 MILLION FOR CHRIST’S HOSPITAL

CH CELEBRATES OUTSTANDING EXAM RESULTS

Congratulations to all the Christ’s Hospital pupils who, once 
again, celebrated amazing exam results this summer.  

In July, more than a quarter of IB pupils gained 40 points or 
more, out of the maximum possible 45. Almost two-thirds 
achieved 36 points or higher, which is equivalent to A*A*AA 
at A2-level, while all of the pupils achieved 30 points or more, 
which is equivalent to A*A*A at A2-level.

In August, A-level pupils attained an outstanding set of results. 
A highly impressive 48% of grades were A*-A, 76%  A*-B and 
15% A*. The average UCAS points achieved was 136, which 
equates to AAB. 

The (I)GCSE pupils also achieved great success with more than 
86.7% of all grades at A*-B. 30.4% of all the grades awarded 
were at A*, with 63.1% at A grade or above, and in the core 
subjects of Maths, English and the Sciences, the results were 
excellent. 

“It is an elegant reflection of our pupils’ tenacity and their 
teachers’ professionalism and support that many of our pupils 
achieved these results, particularly given that many have faced 
adversity in their young lives”, Headmaster Simon Reid said.

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

THE CAMPAIGN FOR CHRIST’S HOSPITAL
Our most ambitious fundraising campaign to date, The Campaign for Christ’s Hospital, 
continues to go from strength to strength. With more than £17 million raised so far, the 
impact of philanthropy at CH has been profound.  But our ambition is to do more. 
Our goal to raise £40 million has three main areas of focus: 

1. Enabling access for all through increased bursary support;
2. Enriching the pupil experience to offer exceptional academic resources, career 

advice and strengthened pastoral care; and
3. Providing the right environment with excellent facilities for all pupils to thrive.

SUPPORT US

From a small monthly gift, to 
endowment funding, there are many 
ways that you can help us achieve 
our goal.  
 
For more information, please 
contact Hugo Middlemas, Director 
of Development on 01403 246652 
or email development@christs-
hospital.org.uk

“We have a consistently good record of attainment at 
CH, and this is another excellent year. It is particularly 
encouraging that this talented group of pupils, who 
were fully involved in the broader curricular life of a 
busy boarding school, have performed so well in their 
academic subjects. It is also pleasing for me to learn 
that CH has contributed to a national trend: a record 
number of pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds 

securing places at university.” 
Simon Reid, Headmaster

“I was so excited to gain a 
place at CH because it is a 
great school! I have settled in 
really well and everyone around 
me is so kind and caring. I have 
enjoyed football, marching and 
swimming, and also started 
playing rugby which I have 
never done before.“ Tom Bijo 
Thomas, New Blue Fund Pupil 



STAY CONNECTED
T: +44 (0)1403 247619

E: oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk

W: www.choba.org.uk | www.christs-hospital.org.uk

Christ’s Hospital, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 0YP

Registered Charity Number 306975

Christ’s Hospital Old Blues Association

@CHOldBlues

Christ’s Hospital Old Blues

CHOldBlues

KEEP IN TOUCH

Keep your details up-to-date  
to receive the latest news, invitations  

and publications.

Register at: 
www.choba.org.uk/old-blues/ 

register-update-details

FIND YOUR FRIENDS

Staying in touch with CH friends  
or tracking down those who you have 
lost touch with has never been easier. 
Our Old Blue Portal online helps you 
to connect with fellow Old Blues and 

share your news. 

Visit:  
www.choba.org.uk/old-blues/

searchforoldblues

JOIN OUR NETWORK 

Our Old Blue community stretches 
across the globe. Join your local 

section or business group to network 
with other Old Blues and attend 

events.  

Visit: 
www.choba.org.uk/sections

MAKE A GIFT

Donations of all sizes offer more 
young people the life-changing 
opportunity of a CH education. 

Visit: 
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/ 

support-us/donate-now

GET INVOLVED

Come back to CH to give a talk, 
join our careers network to offer 
advice to pupils and Old Blues, 
or help organise events - there 
are plenty of ways to keep your 

links with CH. 

Contact: 
oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk

THE OLD BLUE NETWORK

Whether you’re an 
Old Blue, parent or 

supporter of CH, there 
are many ways to 

keep in touch and  get 
involved:
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